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                Note-taking

            Personal Kanban - The magic of tangible and visual task management

                Explore Martin's shift from digital overwhelm to a tactile Kanban system for task management, enabling him to visually and physically organize goals, tackle "Eggs to lay," and define a realistic daily capacity, while considering how to balance this with maintaining digital notes.
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                    Jan 23, 2024
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                Deliberate Discoveries: Following Curiosity

            Inspiration Nugget: How a simple tool can sync time management with your spouse and family

                Discover the power of simplicity in time management with a weekly dining table planner. Learn how my wife and I overcame schedule clashes and made chores, outings, and plans more engaging and visible. Perfect for those seeking a tangible alternative to digital apps.

            

                    By Martin Weitzel
                    Jan 12, 2024
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                Free Articles

            Diligent Sunday #27: Prioritisation by Time ROI

                Learn to master Time-ROI prioritization to reclaim your time and enhance productivity. This article guides you through auditing tasks, ranking them by time-saving potential and strategically focusing on high-value activities for a more efficient future.

            

                    By Martin Weitzel
                    Dec 3, 2023
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                Free Articles

            Time Management Audit: Steps to Pinpoint and Improve Your Effectiveness

                This article explains how to perform a Time Audit based on your Time Blocking habit. It helps you pinpoint potential improvements in how you allocate your time.

            

                    By Martin Weitzel
                    Nov 5, 2023
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                Free Articles

            Diligent Sunday #26: Plan your day with time blocks to fundamentally shift how you allocate your time.

                Discover the benefits of Time Blocking in this newsletter. Learn how it enhances productivity, fosters work-life balance, and curbs procrastination. Includes practical steps to implement it effectively and insights from personal experience. Ideal for freelancers, consultants, and researchers.

            

                    By Martin Weitzel
                    Oct 8, 2023
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                Self-Improvement

            Diligent Sunday #25: Finding Serenity

                Change your thoughts about work, time, progress and how you present yourself to others. Find alignment of these terms with your self-chosen life responsibilities. This personal agenda will help you not to see work as work but as part of your life, which will help you feel more relaxed and authentic.

            

                    By Martin Weitzel
                    Sep 17, 2023
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                Self-Improvement

            Diligent Sunday #24: Escape your Busyness Hamster Wheel with the 3x3 Time Mastery Framework

                Attain work-life balance and accomplish your goals using my 3x3 Time Mastery Framework. Learn how to find clarity, hone focus, increase effectiveness, and escape the busyness hamster wheel for a more satisfied and productive life.

            

                    By Martin Weitzel
                    Sep 10, 2023
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                Self-Improvement

            Diligent Sunday Newsletter / Issue #23 about Balancing Side Hustles with a Corporate Career

                Start your side hustle journey today with Diligent Sunday! Learn how to balance your corporate career with a side business for extra income. Discover the benefits of leveraging your time and creating scalable products. Take the first steps towards building your own side hustle. Start now!

            

                    By Martin Weitzel
                    Sep 3, 2023
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                Self-Improvement

            Crafting Efficiency: Mastering the Art of Productive Meetings

                Master the art of productivity in your corporate meetings with this guide. Dive deep into the reasons behind meeting inefficiency and discover strategies to enhance efficacy. Analyze the economic impact of unproductive meetings and learn how to create a more rewarding, efficient work environment. 

            

                    By Martin Weitzel
                    Aug 6, 2023
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                Self-Improvement

            Diligent Sunday Newsletter / Issue #22 about the Top 16 Limiting Beliefs in the Corporate World

                Explore top limiting beliefs in the corporate world with Diligent Sunday's Issue #22. This edition sheds light on common misconceptions, offers methods to overcome them and delves into updates on Martin's upcoming "4hr Workday Protocol" book. Enrich your corporate journey with this insightful read.

            

                    By Martin Weitzel
                    Jul 30, 2023
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            Aim for Enough. Reach Enough.

                Ambition to maximize your potential can lead to relentless work. Noble, yet depressing, as you neglect life's other aspects, especially in your prime years. Recognise yourself? Read this. 

            

                    By Martin Weitzel
                    Jul 23, 2023
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            Diligent Sunday Newsletter / Issue #21 about Simplification for Amplification

                Embrace Hock's Principle for Intelligent Solutions and Amplified Results. Discover how simplicity breeds intelligence, challenges complexity, and unlocks remarkable productivity. Simplify task execution and create environments that foster innovation and critical thinking.

            

                    By Martin Weitzel
                    Jul 16, 2023
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            10 Typical Mistakes Corporate Workers Make That Ruin Productivity

                Boost your productivity at work by avoiding these 10 common mistakes made by corporate workers. Learn how to start your day effectively, take breaks, prioritize tasks, schedule focused time, manage notifications, batch email responses, clarify priorities, and be flexible when urgent matters arise.

            

                    By Martin Weitzel
                    Jul 9, 2023
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            The Art of Mastering Presentations: Adopting an Authentic Approach

                Revamp Your Presentations: Authenticity, Simplicity, Clarity. Speak from the heart, use simple language, and be honest. Keep it concise, ditch the formalities, and cut through the noise. Revolutionize your presentations with authenticity. 

            

                    By Martin Weitzel
                    Jul 2, 2023
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            Boost Your Productivity: 15 Powerful Techniques to Achieve Your Goals

                Boost productivity with 15 powerful techniques: 10-10-10 Method, high-value activities, $25,000 Method, Jerry Seinfeld Method, Not-to-do List, 60-60-30 Technique, Pomodoro Technique, Energy Curve, Kanban, 1 min To-do List, GTD, Eat the Frog, Eisenhower Matrix, Pareto Principle, Parkinson's Law.

            

                    By Martin Weitzel
                    Jun 25, 2023
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            The Secret to Preserving Muscle Mass while Shedding Fat: A Supplement Experiment

                I encountered an issue where I neither lost weight nor gained muscle mass despite engaging in regular exercise and maintaining a calorie deficit. I stagnated on a plateau and experienced unusual emotional fluctuations. In this article, I discover that the cause was a micronutrient deficiency.

            

                    By Martin Weitzel
                    Jun 18, 2023
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            Rescuing Your Productivity From the Meeting Monster: Personal Best Practices & Reflections

                Rescue your productivity from the meeting monster! Learn how to reclaim your focus and achieve outstanding results. Discover personal best practices to optimize your work routine.

            

                    By Martin Weitzel
                    Jun 11, 2023
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            Diligent Sunday Newsletter / Issue #20 about the Time Serenity

                Discover the importance of Time Serenity: shift from constant productivity to a serene approach. Learn strategies for balanced time management and explore core aspects like mindfulness and gratitude.

            

                    By Martin Weitzel
                    Jun 4, 2023
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            Diligent Sunday Newsletter / Issue #19 about the 4-Hour Workday

                Discover the 4-Hour Workday Time Mastery Protocol that empowers corporate knowledge workers to streamline their workday, achieve 8 hours of productivity in just 4, and enhance work-life balance. Improve time management, productivity, and personal growth with my upcoming offering.

            

                    By Martin Weitzel
                    May 28, 2023
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            Diligent Sunday Newsletter / Issue #18 about Time Mastery

                Discover the power of Time Mastery and learn how to shift from mere time management to time mastery, explore strategies for prioritizing tasks and making better decisions, and find out Martin's top 10 Time Mastery methods. Don't just be efficient with your time, be truly effective in every aspect.

            

                    By Martin Weitzel
                    May 21, 2023
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            Diligent Sunday Newsletter / Issue #17 about Mental Models

                Explore the fascinating world of Thinking Systems and discover how to improve decision-making, enhance problem-solving, and increase adaptability. Learn about various thinking systems and their applications, and dive into a curated selection of mental models to fuel your mind.

            

                    By Martin Weitzel
                    May 14, 2023
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            The Unfiltered Reality of a Coffee Lover on Detox: The Expected and Unexpected Results

                Join me as I navigate the challenging terrain of a caffeine detox, sharing my personal experiences, the ups, the downs and the unexpected. Discover how this journey has reshaped my relationship with coffee, its effect on my daily routine, and the surprising withdrawal symptoms.

            

                    By Martin Weitzel
                    May 12, 2023
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